ACADEMIC ORGANIZATION and OFFICERS/CONTACTS:  2011-2012

Earth Sciences       Engineering       Humanities & Sciences       Medicine       Provost’s Office       Dean of Research

School of Earth Sciences   Central Services

Dean: Pamela A. Matson
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs & Diversity Programs: Stephan Graham
Associate Dean for Multi-Cultural Affairs: Jerry Harris
Energy Resources Engineering, Chair: Louis J. Durlofsky
Geological & Environmental Sciences, Chair: Jonathan Stebbins
Geophysics, Chair: Greg Beroza
Environmental Earth System Science, Chair: Scott Fendorf

Interdisciplinary Programs:
Earth Systems Program Director: Rob Dunbar
Graduate Program in Earth, Energy & Environmental Sciences Director: Kevin Arrigo
Emmet Interdisciplinary Graduate Program in Environment & Resources Director: Peter Vitousek

School of Engineering   Dean’s Office Directory

Dean: James D. Plummer
Senior Associate Dean for Faculty and Academic Affairs: Curtis Frank
Senior Associate Dean for Student Affairs: Brad Osgood
Senior Associate Dean, Stanford Center for Professional Development: Anthony DiPaolo
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Chair: Charbel Farhat
Bioengineering, Chair: Russ Altman
Chemical Engineering, Chair: Eric Shaqfeh
Civil and Environmental Engineering, Chair: Stephen Monismith
Computer Science, Chair: Jennifer Widom
Electrical Engineering, Chair: Mark Horowitz
Management Science and Engineering, Chair: Peter Glynn
Materials Science and Engineering, Chair: Robert Sinclair
Mechanical Engineering, Chair: Friedrich Prinz

School of Humanities and Sciences   Academic Staff   Natural Sciences Departments   Natural Sciences Faculty

Dean: Richard Saller
Senior Associate Dean for the Natural Sciences: Ralph Cohen
Applied Physics, Chair: Hideo Mabuchi
Biology, Chair: Robert Simoni
Chemistry, Chair: W.E. Moerner
Mathematics, Chair: Steven Kerckhoff
Physics, Chair: Steven Kahn
Statistics, Chair: Wing Wong
School of Medicine       School Officers       Faculty

Dean: Philip A. Pizzo (replaced by Lloyd Minor 12/1/2012)
Vice Dean and Senior Associate Dean, Academic Affairs: David Stevenson
Senior Associate Dean, Finance & Administration: Marcia Cohen
Senior Associate Dean, Research & Training: Harry Greenberg
Senior Associate Dean, Information Resources and Technology: Henry Lowe
Senior Associate Dean, Research: Daria Mochly-Rosen
Senior Associate Dean, Medical Student Education: Charles Prober
Senior Associate Dean, Clinical Affairs: Norm Rizk
Senior Associate Dean, Graduate Education and Postdoctoral Affairs: Dan Herschlag
Biochemistry, Chair: Mark Krasnow
Bioengineering, Chair: Russ Altman
Cardiothoracic Surgery, Chair: Robert Robbins
Chemical and Systems Biology, Chair: Tobias Meyer
Comparative Medicine, Chair: Sherril Green
Developmental Biology, Chair: Roel Nusse
Genetics, Chair: Michael Snyder
Medicine, Chair (Interim): Linda Boxer
Microbiology and Immunology, Chair: Peter Sarnow
Molecular and Cellular Physiology, Chair: Brian Kobilka
Neurobiology, Chair: Ben Barres
Neurology and Neurological Sciences, Chair: Frank Longo
Neurosurgery, Chair: Gary Steinberg
Orthopaedic Surgery, Chair: William J. Maloney
Pathology, Chair: Stephen J. Galli
Radiation Oncology, Chair: Quynh-Thu Le
Radiology, Chair: Sanjiv Gambhir
Structural Biology, Chair: Joseph Puglisi

Provost’s Office       Related Offices       Faculty Affairs       Faculty Affairs Contacts within Schools

Dean of Research       Organization       Departmental Contact Information       Independent Labs, Institute and Centers

Vice Provost and Dean of Research:  Ann Arvin
Associate Dean for Independent Programs & of Research:  John Brauman

Independent Labs:
Geballe Laboratory for Advanced Materials (GLAM) Director:  Paul McIntyre
Edward L. Ginzton Laboratory Director:  Olav Solgaard
W. W. Hansen Experimental Physics Laboratory (HEPL) Director: Peter Michelson
Kavli Institute for Particle Astrophysics and Cosmology (KIPAC) Director: Roger Blandford
Program for Bioengineering, Biomedicine, Biosciences (BioX) Director: Carla Shatz
Precourt Institute for Energy Director: Lynn Orr
PULSE Institute Director: Phil Bucksbaum
Spectrum Director: Harry Greenberg
Stanford Humanities Center Director: Aron Rodrigue
Stanford Institute for Materials and Energy Sciences (SIMES) Acting Director: Tom Devereaux
Stanford Institute for Economic Policy Research (SIEPR) Director: John Shoven
Woods Institute for the Environment Co-Directors: Jeffrey Koseff, Barton Thompson